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ABSTRACT 

 
Why does audio [b] give more [d] percepts with 
visual [g] than with visual [d], as in the present 
classical McGurk experiment ? An explanation 
given for this asymmetry could be a language bias 
towards [d]. As concerns the visual information, and 
contrary to what is sometimes taken as granted in 
part of the lipreading literature, visual [g] does not 
give more [d] than [g] responses. In fact [d] and [g] 
are neither visemically, nor auditorily equivalent. 
They are fully distinguishable in audio as well as in 
vision, where 80% correct identifications are current 
in laboratory condition, as in the present experiment. 
We show here that in spite of these highly 
differenciating scores, FLMP modelling can quite 
surprisingly account for  such an asymmetry by 
tuning very small remaining values; which is highly 
unsatisfactory. We suggest another explanation for 
this asymmetry which could be grounded on brain 
mechanisms dedicated to the computation of 
auditory and visual mouth opening movements, i.e. 
audio movement and visual velocity detectors and 
integrators, dedicated to the bimodal integration of 
place targets in speech. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the second publication of the McGurk effect ([1]), 
it was observed that the typical stimulus, 
Audio[ba][ga]Visual, gave 64% [da] percepts (vs. 
27% [ga] and 9% [ba]). Whereas A[ba][da]V gave 
only 27% [da] (27% [ga], 19% [ba] and 27% [a]). 
Of course this could be only a paradox from a 
symbolic point of view, but not for an integration 
mechanism dealing with audiovisual stimuli and 
perceptual and memory processes. 
Among the numerous experiments on the McGurk 
effect, many have tested the classical A[ba][ga]V. 
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normal hearing subjects ([9]; [10]; [11]; etc.) as with 
impaired hearing subjects ([12]; [10]; [11]; etc.). 
 
Massaro ([13]) proposed to explain the McGurk 
fusion effect by a preference bias for [d], depending 
on the larger frequency of occurence of [d] over [g] 
in spoken language. In evidence of this bias, 
Massaro reports his own data on visual perception of 
[d] vs. [g], in which "the participants respond to both 
visual [da] and visual [ga] about twice as often with 
the alternative [da] than with the alternative [ga]." 
(p. 22). Notice that these results are not in 
accordance with viseme studies we mentionned 
above. In fact, these visual stimuli were synthetic 
and they did not produce the classical fusion 
McGurk effect, when dubbed on natural audio 
stimuli. So this advocated bias could be due to the 
synthetic nature of these visual stimuli. 
 
We will now report data with French stimuli which 
confirm this basic audiovisual asymmetry. 
 
2. EXPERIMENT 
 
A French male talker was audiovisually recorded in 
front face view when pronouncing clearly [aba], 
[ada] and [aga]. The combination of the 3 audio 
signals with each of the 3 visual image sequences 
gave 9 audiovisual stimuli which were presented 
each 9 times in random order (open choice: [aba], 
[ada], [aga] and others, including combinations and 
geminations [abda], [adda], etc.). The total 81 
stimuli were watched individually by 126 French 
subjects (graduate students), without auditory or 
visual deficit, in two conditions, auditory and 
audiovisual, counterbalanced.   
 
The confusion matrices are presented in Tables 1 
and 2 for these 2 conditions. 
Table 1 shows that, in the auditory condition, [aba] 
and [aga] are correctly identified (respectively at 
98% and 97%). The stimulus [ada] is more 
ambiguous with 40% [ada] responses and 51% 
[abda]. The closure phase of the stimuli is rather 
long (about 130 ms as a mean). But in spite of the 
opportunity to chose a geminate (long) consonant 
response, [adda] is not the preferred choice; instead 
[abda] responses reflect the poor audibility of [b] in 
this position (see [14]).  
 Taking into account this auditory base, in 
the audiovisual condition (Table 2), the visual [ada] 
restores the correct perception of [ada] at 82% (with 
11.5% [abda]). Notice that A[ada][aga]V is 
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the same for pVd and pVg. This provides altogether 
9 free parameters for 15 free experimental data. 
Results of the optimisation procedure provide 
predicted probabilities displayed in Table 5, with an 
RMSE equal to 0.042.  
In fact, the quality of the prediction is striking. 
Where is the trick? The ratio of the predicted values 
pAb(d) (0.006) and  pAb(g) (0.0006, 10 times 
smaller) enable to produce the low [aga] scores in 
both the A[aba][ada]V and A[aba][aga]V 
conditions. The ratio of the predicted values pVg(b) 
(0.005) and  pVd(b) (0.037, 7 times larger) leads to 
the lower [aba] and higher [ada] scores for the 
A[aba][aga]V, compared with the A[aba][ada]V 
condition. All these values are very small, which 
enables to efficiently tune their ratio, and to control 
any variations in audiovisual scores for conflicting 
stimuli. 
 
We must admit that we are not completely 
convinced by this prediction based on the tuning of 
very small values, and we feel that the audiovisual 
asymmetry is a challenge for late-integration 
models.  
Considering early-integration models ([17]), the 
asymmetry could be understood if there existed 
some common perceptual representation of [b], [d] 
and [g] auditory and visual stimuli in which the 
auditory or visual representation of [d] was 
somewhere between [b] and [g]. In this case, with 
this kind of “geometry” of perceptual 
representations, a fusion model could lead to a 
representation of A[aba][aga]V closer to [d], and a 
representation of A[aba][ada]V closer to [b], in 
agreement with experimental data. It is not clear 
why such a [b]-[d]-[g] geometry would exist in a 
dominant audio recoding model (see e.g. the locus 
equation triangle representation given by [18], p. 16, 
from Öhman 1966's data [19]). But it exists factually 
in an amodal motor recoding model, with places of 
articulation from front [b] to back [g], [d] lying in an 
intermediary oro-sensory position. 
 
 
 
4. A HINT FOR AN EXPLANATION 
 
However, though we feel that the audiovisual 
asymmetry is a strong fact in favour of early 
integration models, we doubt that the simple motor 
place recoding explanation of Section 3 is directly 
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least as precise as what is yet known for visual and 
auditory motion processing in space localization 
after the recent work by Lewis et al. ([26]), for AV 
looming. 
What we just can say at this point is that this is 
clearly a motivation for making our presently 
Gedankenexperiment come true. 
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Audio [aba] Audio [ada] Audio [aga] 

aba : 98.1 % 
others : 1.9 % 

abda : 51 % 
ada : 40.1 % 
avda : 1.9 % 
abga : 1.8 % 
adda : 1.7 % 
agda : 1.6 % 
others : 1.9 % 

aga : 97 % 
abga : 1.9 % 
others : 1.1 % 
 
 
 

Table 1: Confusion matrix in auditory condition (126 subjects). 

 
 
   Visual [aba] Visual [ada] Visual [aga] 
 
Audio 
[aba] 

aba : 99 % 
others: 1 % 
 
 
 

aba :  83.5 % 
ada : 9.5 % 
abda : 2.6 % 
adba : 1.2 % 
others : 3.2 % 

aba : 68 % 
ada : 23 % 
abda : 2.9 % 
aga : 1.8 % 
others : 4.3 % 

Audio 
[ada] 

abda : 62 % 
ada  : 26.5 % 
abga : 3.3 % 
others : 8.2 % 

ada : 82 % 
abda : 11.5 % 
others : 6.5 % 

ada : 67.7 % 
abda : 22 % 
aga : 2.3% 
others : 8 % 

Audio 
[aga] 

abga : 73.5 % 
aga : 24.4 % 
others : 2.1 % 

aga : 92.8 % 
abga : 2.5 % 
adga : 1.7 % 
others : 3 % 

aga : 97.6% 
others : 2.4 % 
 

Table 2: Confusion matrix in audiovisual condition (126 subjects). 

 
 

Visual [aba] Visual [ada] Visual [aga] 
aba : 92 % 
ada : 1.7 % 
aga : 1.2 % 
others : 5.1 % 

ada : 88 % 
aba : 0.5 % 
aga : 6 % 
others : 5.5 % 

aga : 84.5 % 
ada : 12.5 % 
aba : 0 % 
others : 3 % 

Table 3: Confusion matrix in visual condition (63 subjects). 

 
 
responses [aba] [ada] [aga] other 
A[aba] 0.98 0 0 0.02 
V[ada] 0.005 0.88 0.06 0.055 
V[aga] 0 0.125 0.845 0.03 
A[aba][ada]V 0.835 0.095 0 0.07 
A[aba][aga]V 0.68 0.23 0.02 0.07 
Table 4: Restricted confusion matrix (probabilities) for the modelling study 

 
 

responses [aba] [ada] [aga] other 
A[aba] 0.954 0.006 0.0006 0.039 
V[ada] 0.037 0.853 0.082 0.028 
V[aga] 0.005 0.246 0.741 0.008 

A[aba][ada]V 0.849 0.124 0.001 0.026 
A[aba][aga]V 0.676 0.217 0.060 0.047 

Table 5: Predicted confusion matrix (probabilities) in the FLMP model 
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